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CLAUDE WAMPLER “Pomerania”  2004

list of works

Reception Area

1. sculpture: Dog Sweater/Leg Warmer/Bunny Ear 
2. video: Cake Addict  A.L. Steiner, 2004, courtesy of the artist
3. photo: Le Bateleur Gregor Schmoll, silver gelatin print, 2003/04, courtesy of the artist

Gallery 1
clockwise from the left

1. Pom Fight #1
2. Pom Fight #2
3. Pom Fight #3
    b/w, 24 x 18 each

grouping of photos:
4.  An unmuzzled pomeranian appears to be detained in a carry bag.
5.  An injured pomeranian appears to be frightened and leashed while the artist gives the “thumbs 

up”.
6.  A black pomeranian appears to be detained in underwear and has collapsed.
7.  A pomeranain appears to be partially blindfolded and gagged with a thong.
8.  A pomeranian appears to be restrained in underwear but somewhat resistant.
9.  A pomeranian appears to be masked and having difficultly breathing while the artist gives the 

“thumbs up”.
10. A hooded  pomeranain appears to have been left standing on boxes.
11. An injured Pomeranian appears to be detained on a box.
12. A pomeranain appears to be blindfolded and gagged with a thong but somewhat resistant.
13. A black pomeranian appears to be frightened and leashed while the artist gives the 

“thumbs up”. 
14. Three Pomeranians, one hooded, one injured and one with pashmina shawl, appear to be 

detained.
15. A black pomeranian appears to be blindfolded and gagged with a thong.
16. A pomeranian appears to be gagged with a thong.
17. A pomeranian appears to be restrained and made to stand.
18. An injured pomeranian appears to be frightened.
19. Three pomeranians appear to be hooded and restrained.



20. An unconscious pomeranian appears to be detained in underwear.
21. An injured pomeranian appears to have been forced to sniff a second pomeranian detained in 

underwear. 
      color and b/w photos, varied dimensions

drawings
22. fashion magazine drawing 1
23. fashion magazine drawing 2
24. fashion magazine drawing 3
25. fashion magazine drawing 4
26. fashion magazine drawing 5
27. fashion magazine drawing 6
28. fashion magazine drawing 7
29. fashion magazine drawing 8
      all 2004, mixed media collages on paper, 14 x 11 inches

30. sculpture:Automatic Wearable Wagging Tail,
      mixed media sculpture with motor and sensor
31. Black Hood 30 x 40 inches
32. Wires 40 x 30 inches

33. Abu Pom 1 21 x 28 inches
34. Abu Pom 2 14 x 32 inches
35. Abu Pom 3 20 x 28 inches
36. Cake Shoot 15 x 20 inches

37. sculpture: Clay Cakes 1-10
38. sculpture: 22 Haircut Coffin

39. Scrotum Yarmulke, 1998-2003 18 x 24 inches
40. Scrotum Yarmulke Action 1-3, 1998-2004   44 x 9 inches overall

Gallery 2

1. video: Leo Sayer
2. video: Sitting Ghost
3. sculpture:Walking Ghost
4. video: Empty Chase

all photographs and videos are in edition of 3


